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InTraSim: Incremental Transient
Simulation of Power Grids

Yu-Min Lee, Member, IEEE, and Chia-Tung Ho

Abstract—Effective transient power grid simulators are needed
during design processes because a designed power grid needs to
be numerously analyzed. This paper builds an efficient and reli-
able incremental power grid transient simulator, which we name
it InTraSim, by integrating macro modeling techniques, sparse
recovery mechanisms, an innovated pseudo-node value estima-
tion method, and an initiated adaptive error control scheme.
InTraSim is able to deal with not only element-value alterations
of designs but also topology modifications of designs.

Index Terms—Hierarchical analysis, incremental transient
simulation, orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), power grid
simulation, sparse recovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

TYPICALLY, given an integrated circuit, designers usually
use wire sizing and topology modification techniques to

design or improve its power grid. Wire sizing can change
element values of the power grid, and topology modifica-
tion can insert elements into or remove elements from the
power grid [2]. Power grid analysis is a challenging task
because there are numerous amounts of nodes on a chip,
and the power grid needs to be numerously analyzed dur-
ing design processes. Lots of approaches, such as hierarchical
methods [3], Krylov-subspace methods [4], [5], multigrid tech-
niques [6]–[8], random walk algorithms [9], and vectorless
verified methods [10], have been developed. Although they
perform pretty well on power grid analysis, they may rean-
alyze the modified design as a brand new one even though
the power grid is only locally changed. As a result, the incre-
mental power grid simulation or verification methods that take
advantage of the known information of a power grid to simu-
late or verify the updated power grid were proposed [11]–[13].
To consider only element-value alterations, Sun et al. [11]
used the sparse approximation [orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP)] [14] to extract an approximated basis set of the
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system equation for performing the incremental steady-state
simulation. To simultaneously consider element-value alter-
ations and topology modifications, Lee et al. [12] integrated
the macro modeling technique [3], OMP, and a modified
topology consideration procedure to incrementally perform the
steady-state simulation of power grid. However, both of the
above methods are not suitable for the incremental transient
simulation owing to the inconsistent problem of basis sets
that will be addressed in Section III. Due to the lack of cur-
rent waveforms drawn by devices, Abhishek and Najm [13]
used the macromodeling technique and vectorless method to
incrementally verify the RC power distribution network.

From all the points of view, an efficient incremental tran-
sient simulation or verification method is highly needed during
design processes. This paper mainly focuses on the incremen-
tal transient simulation. We utilize macro modeling techniques,
sparse recovery mechanisms, a proposed pseudo-node value
estimation method, and an innovated adaptive error control
scheme to develop an incremental transient simulator for the
power grid which we name it InTraSim. InTraSim cannot only
deal with element-value alterations but also handle topology
modifications of a power grid. Our major contributions are as
follows.

1) To manipulate the modified topology, we develop a
pseudo-node value estimation method to build artifi-
cial original values of added electrical variables by
considering the effects of resistances, capacitances, and
inductances.

2) To improve the accuracy and ease the inconsistent
problem of basis sets while applying the sparse recovery
technique, we propose a basis set adjustment criterion.

3) To enhance the efficiency and convergence of simu-
lation, we establish an adaptive error control scheme.
This scheme not only memorizes and tracks suitable
sampling times for adjusting the basis set, but also mon-
itors the simulation process and predicts the potential
future failure sampling times for avoiding wasteful use
of computational power.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the beginning, Section II reviews the hierarchical power grid
analysis technique in [3] and the incremental steady-state
simulation methods of power grids in [11] and [12]. Next,
Section III discusses the inconsistent problem of basis sets in
incremental transient simulation. After that, Section IV details
InTraSim, and Section V presents its computational complex-
ity. Then, the experimental results are given in Section VI.
Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
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Fig. 1. Macromodel of a local block bl.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Hierarchical Analysis of Power Grids—Hier [3]

Zhao et al. [3] developed a hierarchical method, which we
name it Hier, to analyze a power grid by partitioning it into
one global block and K local blocks. In a local block l, bl, a
node only directly connected to the nodes inside bl is called
its internal node, and the set of all its internal nodes is called
the local grid l. A node of bl connected to some node outside
bl is called a port of bl. A node inside the global block is
called a global node. The global grid is the set of all global
nodes and ports. A branch between blocks is called a global
link. Each bl is modeled as a multiport element, and its macro
model is illustrated in Fig. 1. According to [3], the current
passing through the interface between the local grid l and the
global grid is represented as

il = Alvl + sl (1)

where il is the branch current vector, Al is the admittance
matrix of ports, vl is the port voltage vector, and sl is the
equivalent current source vector.

Integrating (Al, sl)’s and using the trapezoidal technique,
the transient global equation of power grid is(

Gg + 2

h
Cg

)
x j

g =
(
−Gg + 2

h
Cg

)
x j−1

g − s j + u j−1
g + u j

g.

(2)

Here, Gg is the global conductance matrix, Cg is the global
capacitance and inductance matrix, and h is the time step.
x j−1

g /x j
g and u j−1

g /u j
g are the vector of global electrical

variables and the vector of global independent sources at
the (j − 1)th/jth sampling time, tj−1/tj, respectively. s j =
[s jT

1 · · · s jT
l · · · s jT

K 0T ]T . s j
l is the equivalent current source

vector between the ports of bl and the ground at tj.
After solving (2), the electrical values of ports are sub-

stituted into the local blocks to obtain their internal node
voltages and branch currents, and the current flowing through
the interface of local grid and global grid is updated. Finally,
the preceding procedure is repeatedly executed to complete the
transient simulation at each sampling time.

B. Incremental Steady-State Simulation of Power Grids

1) Element-Value Alternation—OMP-PG [11]: Given a
power grid, its steady-state system equation can be written as

Gx0 = u0 (3)

where G is the conductance matrix, x0 is the electrical variable
vector, and u0 is the independent source vector.

After partially changing the element values by designers, (3)
becomes

Gx0 = u0 (4)

where G, u0, and x0 are the modified G, u0, and x0,
respectively.

Substituting x0 �= x0 +�x0 into (4), it becomes

G�x0 = b
0

(5)

where �x0 is the vector of incremental electrical variables,
and b

0 = u0 −Gx0.
Because of the locality characteristic of power grid [2], there

are lots of zeros in �x0. Hence, OMP-PG utilizes the OMP
algorithm [14] to solve (5). The main idea of OMP algorithm is
to representing b

0
by the linear combination of a few columns

of G. First, it calculates

ρi =
∣∣∣∣∣
〈gi, b

0〉
〈gi, gi〉

∣∣∣∣∣, ∀i (6)

where 〈·, ·〉 is an inner product operator, and gi is the ith
column of G.

If ρi is larger than a given picking threshold, gi will be
selected. After finding all selected vectors, OMP-PG uses them
to build an approximated basis matrix Gapp for G and get the
estimated �x0

app for �x0 by the least squares fitting [11]. Here,
it uses a preconditioner to decrease the condition number and
utilizes the normal equation to solve the fitting problem. If
the residual r = b

0 − Gapp�x0
app is not small enough, it will

replace b
0

by r, use a smaller picking threshold, execute (6)
to pick up more vectors, and solve the approximated system.
OMP-PG performs the above steps until the residual is less
than a user-defined value, and then, reports the final �x0

app.
2) Element-Value Alternation and Topology Modification—

MaOMPt-PG [12]: Given a power grid, Hier is used to build
its (Al, sl)’s and perform the steady-state simulation. After that,
to improve the design, designers might alter its element values
and modify its topology. To incrementally analyze the mod-
ified power grid, MaOMPt-PG, first, applies Hier to update
(Al, sl)’s for those modified blocks. As designers modify the
topology, the nodes might be added or deleted. Because the
added electrical variables induced by these added global grids
lack original values, OMP-PG cannot be directly applied to
analyze the modified global system. Hence, first, MaOMPt-PG
utilizes an initialization procedure to establish their artificial
original values, and constructs an artificial original vector of
global electrical variables that contain the original values of
existed global electrical variables and the artificial original val-
ues of those added electrical variables. According to Ohm’s
law, the unknown pseudo voltage of an added global grid is
assumed to be proportional to the conductances between this
grid and its adjoint grids. As shown in Fig. 2, the node volt-
age v of an added red grid is estimated by its adjoint existed
grids as

v = 1

total
v1 + 2

total
v2 + 3

total
v3. (7)
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Fig. 2. Pseudo original voltage assignment of an added grid in
MaOMPt-PG [12].

Here, total = 1 + 2 + 3. 1, 2, and 3 are conductances
of elements. v1, v2, and v3 are known node voltages of the
original grids.

Sometimes, its adjoint grids might also be added grids.
MaOMPt-PG searches the nearest existed grids to estimate v.
After building the artificial original values of the added global
electrical variables, MaOMPt-PG utilizes the similar proce-
dure shown in Section II-B1 to incrementally solve the global
system. Finally, the voltages of internal nodes and the branch
currents of each block are updated by the solved electrical
variables of ports.

III. INCONSISTENT PROBLEM OF BASIS SETS IN

INCREMENTAL TRANSIENT SIMULATION

Given a power grid, we can use the modified nodal analysis
method to write its system equation as

Gx+ Cẋ = u. (8)

Here, G is an l×l conductance matrix, C is an l×l capacitance
and inductance matrix, x is an l× 1 electrical variable vector,
and u is an l× 1 independent source vector.

Applying the trapezoidal method to (8), we have(
G+ 2

h
C

)
x j =

(
−G+ 2

h
C

)
x j−1 + u j−1 + u j. (9)

Here, x j−1/x j and u j−1/u j are the electrical variable vector
and the independent source vector at tj−1/tj, respectively. h is
the time step.

After changing several element values, we can obtain the
electrical variables at tj by solving(

G+ 2

h
C

)(
x j +�x j) =

(
−G+ 2

h
C

)(
x j−1 +�x j−1

)

+ u j−1 + u j. (10)

Here, G and C are the modified G and C, respectively.
�x j−1/�x j and u j−1/u j are the incremental electrical variable
vector and the modified source vector at tj−1/tj, respectively.

To simplify the expression, we rewrite (10) as

M�x j = N�x j−1 + b
j

(11)

where M = G+ 2C/h, N = −G+ 2C/h, and b
j = Nx j−1 −

Mx j + u j−1 + u j.
Because the locality characteristic of power grid, �x j−1 and

�x j are sparse. Hence, the OMP technique [14] might be a
suitable methodology to recover them. We assume there are
two approximated basis sets, T = {msi}ki=1 and S = {msi}k′i=1.

Fig. 3. Effect of inconsistent approximated basis sets.

Here, k < k′ < l, msi is the sith column of M, and T ⊂ S . We
use T to estimate �x j−1, and only k corresponding values are
nonzeros at tj−1. After that, we utilize S to estimate �x j, and
only k′ corresponding values are nonzeros at tj. Therefore, (11)
is approximated as

k′∑
i=1

msi�̂x j
si
=

k∑
i=1

nsi�̂x j−1
si
+ b

j
(12)

where each �̂x j−1
si /�̂x j

si is the nonzero estimated value of
�x j−1/�x j.

On the other hand, if we apply S to estimate the incremental
electrical variables all the time, (11) can be approximated as

k′∑
i=1

msi�̃x j
si
=

k′∑
i=1

nsi�̃x j−1
si
+ b

j
(13)

where each �̃x j−1
si /�̃x j

si is the nonzero estimated value of
�x j−1/�x j.

As you can see, the estimated incremental electrical vari-
ables obtained from (12) and (13) are different. By subtract-
ing (12) from (13), their estimation gap can be represented as

k′∑
i=1

msi e
j
si
=

k∑
i=1

nsie
j−1
si
+

k′∑
i=k+1

nsi�̃x j−1
si

(14)

where e j
si = �̃x j

si − �̂x j
si , and e j−1

si = �̃x j−1
si − �̂x j−1

si .
The estimation gap will influence the estimates at successive

sampling times because the transient behavior of power grid
is continuous. Though we assume T ⊂ S , the situation could
be worse because they might be partially or completely differ-
ent. Hence, heuristically extending the incremental steady-state
analysis methods shown in [11] and [12] to incrementally esti-
mate the transient behavior of power grid can cause severe
errors because the approximated basis sets might be inconsis-
tent at different sampling times, and lead the estimation to be
unrecoverable.

To illustrate the estimation gap phenomenon, we use indus-
trial parameters to generate a test circuit with 40 000 nodes.
After changing several element values, we heuristically extend
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Algorithm 1 InTraSim
Require: Information of the modified power grid;

1: Do graph information reconstruction;
2: Update (Al, sl) for modified blocks;
3: if there are added global grids then
4: Do original information estimation of added electrical variables;
5: end if
6: Extract steady-state basis set I until residual r is sufficiently small;
7: Resolve electrical variables of internal nodes for each block;
8: Construct the initial basis set S for transient analysis;
9: Generate the incremental transient global equation with S;

10: tj ← start_time;
11: while tj ≤ end_time do

12: Update s j and u j
g;

13: Do least squares fitting and calculate residual r j;
14: γ j ← the root-mean-square value of non-zeros in r j;
15: Perform Memorization Procedure;
16: if γ j exceeds a threshold then
17: Memorize tj as a time point of residual violation;
18: Add extra bases to S and I according residual at tj;
19: if Training & Prediction then
20: Perform Training Procedure;
21: Perform Prediction Procedure;
22: Add the extra basis set E to S and I;
23: end if
24: Perform Tracking Procedure to get the basis resetting point;
25: if no basis resetting point then
26: Go to Step 6;
27: else
28: Generate the incremental transient global equation with S;
29: tj ← basis resetting point;
30: Go to Step 11;
31: end if
32: end if
33: Resolve electrical variables of internal nodes for each block;
34: j← j+ 1;

35: end while

the incremental steady-state simulation method to perform the
incremental transient simulation, and change the number of
basis vectors from 16 to 53 at the time point p as shown in
Fig. 3. The voltage waveform at a node presented in Fig. 3
shows that it starts to oscillate after the time point p.

IV. INTRASIM

Given an RLC power grid, its transient simulation is per-
formed by using Hier [3]. After that, designers might alter its
element values or modify its topology to fit design specs.

InTraSim shown in Algorithm 1 incrementally performs
transient analysis for this modified power grid by using three
phases. In the beginning, Phase I updates the graph structure
and data. If there are added global grids, it will estimate the
artificial original values of added electrical variables. Next,
Phase II incrementally calculates the values of steady-state
electrical variables. Finally, in Phase III, InTraSim completes
the transient analysis incrementally with a developed adap-
tive error control scheme that can dynamically control the
estimation error and adjust the basis set.

Phase I (Required Information Establishment): To reana-
lyze the modified power grid, first, InTraSim updates its graph
information that will be described in Section IV-A. Next,
InTraSim rebuilds (Al, sl)’s for those modified blocks and
applies the pseudo-node value estimation method described
in Section IV-B to determine the artificial original values of
added electrical variables.

After that, for the modified power grid, InTraSim con-
structs its global conductance matrix Gg, global capacitance
and inductance matrix Cg, and transient global matrices Mg =
Gg + 2Cg/h and Ng = −Gg + 2Cg/h. Their dimensions
might be different with their originals because of the topology
modification.

Phase II (Incremental Steady-State Simulation): After
Phase I, InTraSim constructs the incremental global steady-
state equation

Gg�x0
g = b

0
g. (15)

Here, �x0
g contains the unknown steady-state values of incre-

mental global electrical variables, and b
0
g = −Ggx0

g −
s0 + u0

g. x0
g contains the original steady-state values of

existed global electrical variables and the artificial origi-
nal steady-state values of added global electrical variables.
u0

g includes the DC values of global independent sources.
s0 = [s0T

1 · · · s0T
l · · · s0T

K 0T ]T , and each s0
l includes the DC

values of updated equivalent current sources between the ports
of bl and the ground.

Then, InTraSim employs MaOMPt-PG to extract an approx-
imated basis set I = {gg,si

}ki=1 and estimate �x0
g. Here, gg,si

is
the sith column of Gg. Finally, it substitutes the estimated �x0

g
back into each block for calculating the steady-state values of
internal electrical variables.

Phase III (Incremental Transient-State Simulation): After
obtaining �x0

g, starting from j = 1, InTraSim updates s j and
the global independent source vector u j

g at tj, and has the
incremental global transient equation

Mg�x j
g = Ng�x j−1

g + b
j
g. (16)

Here, �x j−1
g /�x j

g is the vector of incremental global electrical
variables at tj−1/tj, and

b
j
g = −Mgx j

g + Ngx j−1
g − s j + u j−1

g + u j
g (17)

where x j−1
g / x j

g consists of the original values of existed global
electrical variables and the artificial original values of added
global electrical variables at tj−1/tj.

Given b
j
g and �x j−1

g , InTraSim selects an approximated

basis matrix M
j
g,app for Mg and gets an estimate �x j

g,app for
�x j

g at tj by solving

�x j
g,app = arg min

�w

∥∥∥b
j
g + Ng�x j−1

g −M
j
g,app�w

∥∥∥2

2
. (18)

At t1, InTraSim first utilizes I to construct an initial basis
set S = {

mg,si

}k
i=1 for building M

1
g,app. Here, mg,si is the sith

column of Mg. With a preconditioner and the normal equation,
InTraSim solves (18) by using the least squares fitting and has
the residual r1 = b

1
g + Ng�x0

g −M
1
g,app�x1

g,app.
Then, InTraSim uses a developed adaptive error control

scheme to control the fitting error. This control scheme
not only memorizes and tracks suitable sampling times for
adjusting S , but also monitors the simulation process and
predicts the potential future failure sampling times for avoid-
ing wasteful use of computational power. Hence, InTraSim
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Fig. 4. (a) Companion model for the capacitance or inductance. (b) Example
of added grid.

can dynamically adjust S for simultaneously satisfying the
accuracy requirement and easing the inconsistent problem.

After that, InTraSim substitutes the incremental global tran-
sient solution into each block to obtain the values of internal
electrical variables.

InTraSim repeatedly executes the above procedure at each
sampling time to finish the incremental transient simulation.
Sections IV-C and IV-D will detail the criterion of basis set
adjustment and the error control scheme, respectively.

A. Graph Information Reconstruction

We consider two different types of changes, change without
adding nodes and Change with adding nodes, as follows.

1) Change Without Adding Nodes: Three situations and
actions are considered.

a) Value Alteration of Element: Find the corresponding link
of this element in the graph and update its value.

b) Element Insertion Between Nodes: Add a link between
these nodes in the graph.

c) Node Deletion: Eliminate all links connected to this
deleted node, and remove it from the graph.

2) Change With Adding Nodes: Two operations need to be
done while adding a node into the design. One is to insert a
node and its links to the graph, and the other is to assign it to a
partition. To have less number of global links, we take the cut
set into consideration for the assignment. We assign an inserted
node to the partition which most of its adjoint nodes belong to.
However, its adjoint nodes might also be other inserted nodes.
Therefore, we utilize the above assigning rule to its adjoint
nodes first, and repeatedly perform this procedure until all
inserted nodes have been assigned. Finally, we will construct
the macro modeling information.

B. Pseudo-Node Value Estimation for Added Grids

To build the artificial original values of added electrical
variables at each sampling time, we consider the companion
model of capacitance/inductance as shown in Fig. 4(a). It con-
tains a resistance and a current source in parallel. The voltage
across the capacitance/inductance at tj satisfies

u j − Ieq

eq
= i j

eq
(19)

where Ieq and eq are

Capacitance :

{
Ieq = ICeq = i j−1 + equ j−1

eq = Ceq = 2c
h

(20a)

Inductance :

{
Ieq = ILeq = −i j−1 − equ j−1

eq = Leq = h
2l .

(20b)

Here, u j−1/u j and i j−1/i j are the voltage across the capaci-
tance/inductance and the current flowing through the capac-
itance/inductance at tj−1/tj, respectively. c is the capacitance
value, and l is the inductance value.

Equation (19) is similar to Ohm’s law. Hence, we can apply
the same idea in Section II-B2 to build the artificial original
value of an added electrical variable except that Ieq/ eq needs
to be included. For example, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the red
grid is an added grid, and the blue grids are its adjoint grids
with known original node voltages. The artificial original node
voltage of this added grid is built as

vnew = R

total
vR + Ceq

total

(
vC + ICeq

Ceq

)
+ Leq

total

(
vL + ILeq

Leq

)

(21)

where total = R + Ceq + Leq.
The adjoint grids of an added grid might also be added

grids. Hence, we will apply the above estimation method
to these adjoint grids first, and perform this procedure
repeatedly until all artificial original node voltages are
calculated.

C. Basis Set Adjustment Criterion

According to [15], the OMP technique can recover a k-
sparse vector while the sensing matrix satisfies the recovery
bound. The sparsity levels of incremental global electrical vari-
able vector for successive sampling times change coherently
because of the continuous characteristic and the known mod-
ified regions of power grid. When the error violation occurs
during the simulation process, it implies that the sparsity level
is changing significantly, and the current approximated basis
set is unable to recover the sparse signal.

Assume that the sparsity levels of incremental electrical
variable vector for two consecutive sampling times change
from k to k′. If we change the basis set arbitrarily, we may
use the incorrect estimated answer obtained by the basis set
of k-sparse vector to recover the k′-sparse vector. Hence, the
estimation error is unpredictable and will propagate to the
successive sampling times as shown in Section III.

To simultaneously maintain the accuracy requirement and
ease the inconsistent problem while adjusting the approxi-
mated basis set, the estimation gap due to using different
approximated basis sets must be small enough. The sampling
time at which the sparsity level is just about to change from
k to k′ is the best time for adjusting the basis set because the
difference between estimates by using different basis sets is
very small.

Observing this, to judge the estimation gap at tj, generally,
first, we should estimate the incremental values by the current
approximated basis set T and a new approximated basis set S
separately. After that, we can compare both estimated values
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Fig. 5. Example of basis set adjustment.

corresponding to each vector in T . If their absolute and relative
differences satisfy the following criterion, the basis set will be
allowed to be adjusted because they imply that the sparsity
level might be just about to change from k to k′:⎧⎨

⎩
|�vS −�vT | ≤ εv &

∣∣∣�vS−�vT
�vT

∣∣∣ ≤ ηv

|�iS −�iT | ≤ εi &
∣∣∣�iS−�iT

�iT

∣∣∣ ≤ ηi.
(22)

Here, �vT /�iT is the incremental voltage/current value esti-
mated by using T , and �vS /�iS is the incremental volt-
age/current value estimated by using S . εv, εi, ηv, and ηi are
the thresholds. In this paper, εv = 1 mV, εi = 1μA, ηv =
0.01%, and ηi = 0.01%.

For example, given a modified power grid that is solved by
SPICE and incrementally estimated by two different approx-
imated basis sets, T and S , Fig. 5 shows their voltage
waveforms at a node. The estimated values by T and S are
almost the same at the basis set adjustment point. If we switch
the basis set from T to S at this sampling time, the simulation
accuracy at the successive sampling times can be improved.
Therefore, we can combine T and S to perform the incre-
mental transient simulation, and the red dashed line in Fig. 5
shows the waveform.

Using (22) to check all electrical variables at all previous
sampling times for deciding the basis set adjustment point
is time consuming. Hence, Section IV-D1 will use the similar
concept but a more efficient way to narrow down the searching
candidates in advance.

D. Adaptive Error Control Scheme

The adaptive error control scheme illustrated in Fig. 6
consists of four procedures: 1) memorization procedure;
2) tracking procedure; 3) training procedure; and 4) prediction
procedure.

First, memorization procedure checks and stores suitable
sampling times as the basis resetting candidates while execut-
ing InTraSim. As the obtained residual by using an approx-
imated basis set T is not small enough at the sampling
time tv, training procedure adjusts the picking threshold for
enhancing the convergence of incremental transient analysis,

Procedure 1 Memorization
Require: δ j−1, the basis adjustment metric at tj−1.

γ j−1/γ j, RMS value of non-zero parts in residual at tj−1/tj.
M, the set of basis resetting candidates.

1: δ j ← γ j − γ j−1;
2: if δ j > c|δ j−1| then
3: Push tj−1 into M;
4: end if
5: return M;

Procedure 2 Tracking
Require: S, the basis set.

M = {tmq , · · · , tm1 }, the set of basis resetting candidates.
1: for tj = tmq to tm1 do
2: Solve (18) by using S at tj;
3: if (22) is satisfied then
4: return tj as the basis resetting point;
5: end if
6: end for
7: return no basis resetting point;

and prediction procedure forecasts and jumps to the potential
future failure time point tp and grabs additional basis vectors
to form another approximated basis set S for evading extra
iterations in the future.

After that, tracking procedure goes back to the nearest basis
resetting candidate tr and calculates the estimation gap because
of using different approximated basis sets, T and S . If the esti-
mation gap satisfies (22), InTraSim will utilize S to continue
the transient analysis after tr. Otherwise, tracking procedure
will go back further to check another basis resetting candidate.

1) Memorization Procedure: The basis set can be adjusted
only when the estimation gap is small enough. However, it
wastes too much time for checking the estimation gap node
by node at each sampling time. Hence, instead of directly
using (22) to check all electrical variables at each sampling
time, memorization procedure shown in Procedure 1 utilizes
the following residual criterion to narrow down the searching
points for providing a reasonable amount of basis resetting
candidates for tracking procedure.

We define γ j as the root-mean-square (RMS) value of
nonzero parts in the residual at tj, and δ j = γ j − γ j−1 as
the basis adjustment metric. Given a suitable approximated
basis set, generally, γ j is within an error margin as shown
in Fig. 7. As δ j is positive and changes significantly, tj−1 is
stored as a basis resetting candidate. This is quite intuitive,
since it indicates that the basis set at tj−1 is not suitable for
estimating the incremental values anymore and needs to be
reset. In this paper, we select tj−1 to be a basis resetting can-
didate when δ j is positive and is two times larger than |δ j−1|.
For example, as shown in Fig. 7, the sampling time before the
basis adjustment metric drastically grows is a candidate for
resetting the basis set.

2) Tracking Procedure: The main function of tracking pro-
cedure shown in Procedure 2 is to choose a suitable basis
resetting candidate for resuming the incremental transient sim-
ulation. If γ j exceeds a given threshold, we will track back,
pick the nearest basis resetting candidate, and check whether
the estimation gap is sufficiently small. If (22) is satisfied, this
candidate is set as the basis resetting point. Otherwise, we will
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Fig. 6. Adaptive error control scheme.

Fig. 7. Illustration of basis resetting candidate decision.

Procedure 3 Training
Require: V = {tvc , · · · , tvc−n+1 }, the set of n latest residual violation points.

pc, the picking threshold.
1: Find the latest/earliest time point in V to be tv,max/tv,min;
2: if tv,max − tv,min ≤ μ1Td then
3: pc ← αpc;
4: else if μ2Td ≤ tvc − tvc−1 < μ3Td then
5: pc ← pd ;
6: else if tvc − tvc−1 ≥ μ3Td then
7: pc ← α−1pd ;
8: end if
9: return pc;

go back further and pick the next basis resetting candidate to
check whether (22) is satisfied until we reach a suitable basis
resetting candidate.

3) Training Procedure: Using a smaller picking threshold
can pick more basis vectors and lead to fewer iterations for
convergence, but it might also possibly cause more computa-
tional load for solving the least squares fitting problem and
lengthen the runtime. On the other hand, using a larger pick-
ing threshold can lead less computational load for solving the
least squares problem, but it might also cause unnecessary iter-
ations for convergence. Therefore, training procedure shown

Fig. 8. Three situations of training procedure. (a) S1: the basis set works
poorly. (b) S2: the basis set works smoothly. (c) S3: the basis set works
effectively.

in Procedure 3 monitors the incremental transient simulation
process and dynamically adjusts the picking threshold.

Given a default time interval Td, a default picking threshold
pd, and the current picking threshold pc, when the residual
violation occurs, we record the sampling time, pick the n latest
residual violation times, tvc, tvc−1 , . . . , tvc−n+2 , tvc−n+1 , and find
the latest tv,max and the earliest tv,min among them. We, then,
consider the following three situations to adjust the picking
threshold.

S1 (The Basis Set Works Poorly): An insufficient basis set
can lead these n latest violation points to occur in a short time
interval as illustrated in Fig. 8(a), and retard the simulation
process. To grab more basis vectors, the following criterion is
used to lower the picking threshold.

C1: If tv,max − tv,min ≤ μ1Td, the picking threshold will be
reduced to αpc.

Here, μ1 is a tolerance multiplier, and α (<1) is an
alternation multiplier.

S2 (The Basis Set Works Smoothly): The residual viola-
tion time marches on constantly as illustrated in Fig. 8(b).
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Fig. 9. Example of compensated sources induced by the modified region.

It indicates that the simulation process acts smoothly. Hence,
we reset the picking threshold to its default value.

C2: If μ2Td ≤ tvc− tvc−1 < μ3Td, the picking threshold will
be reset to pd.

Here, μ2 and μ3 are tolerance multipliers.
S3 (The Basis Set Works Effectively): The residual violation

time moves forward for a long time interval as illustrated in
Fig. 8(c). It indicates that the basis set is almost sufficient.
To avoid increasing the computational complexity because
of picking inessential basis vectors, we increase the picking
threshold by using the following criterion.

C3: If tvc − tvc−1 ≥ μ3Td, the picking threshold will be
increased to α−1pc.

The user can set up μ1, μ2, and μ3 by considering the above
three situations. In this paper, we set μ1 = 10%, μ2 = 40%,
and μ3 = 70%.

4) Prediction Procedure: To evade extra iterations,
prediction procedure shown in Procedure 4 utilizes the known
information from the original and modified power grids to
predict the potential future failure time point and take suitable
reactions in advance.

b
0

in (5) can be viewed as the compensated steady-state
source vector induced by the modified region as illustrated in
Fig. 9. Similarly, according to (16), we intentionally also view
b

j
g as the global compensated steady-state-like source vector

at tj. However, we do not plan to solve (16) step by step for
reaching the future failure time point because it takes too much
runtime. We will mimic the form of b

j
g in (17) to generate a

known compensated source sequence, 〈b j
g,pre〉, for predicting

the potential future failure time point.
In (17), 〈x j

g〉 is known, Mg/Ng has been calculated in
Phase I, and 〈u j

g〉 has been obtained in Phase III. The equiv-

alent current source vector, s j
pre, can be calculated by the

original local electrical values, the local modified system
matrices, and the local current sources after modification as
mentioned in [3]. It can be written as

s j
pre =

[
sjT

1,pre · · · sjT
l,pre · · · sjT

K,pre 0T
]T

(23)

where s j
l,pre is the approximated vector of equivalent current

sources between the ports of bl and the ground at tj.
As a result, the known global compensated source vector

at tj is

b
j
g,pre = −Mgx j

g + Ngx j−1
g − s j

pre + u j−1
g + u j

g. (24)

Procedure 4 Prediction
Require: The values of original electrical variables.

The modified/unchanged independent source waveforms.
tv, the residual violation time.
sv
IN , the interface current vector at tv.

1: Calculate b
v
g,pre, b

v+1
g,pre, and b

v+2
g,pre by using (24);

2: �b
v
g,pre ← b

v+1
g,pre − b

v
g,pre;

3: �b
v+1
g,pre ← b

v+2
g,pre − b

v+1
g,pre;

4: dv ← 〈�b
v
g,pre,�b

v+1
g,pre〉;

5: j← v;
6: while (d j > 0) do
7: j← j+ 1;
8: Calculate b

j+2
g,pre by using (24);

9: �b
j+1
g,pre ← b

j+2
g,pre − b

j+1
g,pre;

10: d j ← 〈�b
j
g,pre,�b

j+1
g,pre〉;

11: end while
12: p← j+ 1;
13: b

v→p
g,pre ← 1

p−v+1
∑p

i=v b
i
g,pre;

14: Perform OMP-PG on Mg�xp=b
v→p
g,pre+Ng�xv+sv

IN to obtain the extra
basis set E ;

15: return E ;

Then, we use 〈b j
g,pre〉 to construct a difference sequence

〈�b
j
g,pre〉

� b
j
g,pre = b

j+1
g,pre − b

j
g,pre. (25)

When the consecutive terms in 〈�b
j
g,pre〉 tend to concen-

trate in the same direction, the incremental electrical values of
modified regions seem to change monotonically until a turn-
ing point tp is reached. We deduce that we may face severe
estimation error at tp. To determine tp, we calculate the inner

product of two successive terms in 〈�b
j
g,pre〉 as follows:

d j =
〈
�b

j
g,pre,�b

j+1
g,pre

〉
. (26)

When the term in 〈d j〉 becomes to be negative, we recog-
nize the corresponding time as tp which is the potential future
failure time point. After that, we average the global compen-
sated source vectors from the current residual violation point
tv to tp as

b
v→p
g,pre =

1

p− v+ 1

p∑
j=v

b
j
g,pre. (27)

We, then, use b
v→p
g,pre to estimate the long-term behavior and

rewrite (16) at tp as

Mg�xp = b
v→p
g,pre + Ng�xv + sv

IN (28)

where sv
IN is the interface equivalent current source vector at

tv, and it is transformed from the interface currents at the ports
of each macro.

Finally, we perform OMP-PG [11] on (28) to grab an extra
basis set E from the future in advance for avoiding solving
the incremental transient analysis back and forth.

5) Example for Illustrating Adaptive Error Control Scheme:
We use the circuit ibmpg1t which is one of IBM power
grid benchmarks [16] to illustrate the adaptive error con-
trol scheme. Its number of nodes is 39 680, and we utilize
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TABLE I
ILLUSTRATION OF ADAPTIVE ERROR CONTROL SCHEME BY IBMPG1T

METIS [17] to partition it into 8 blocks. Three blocks are
altered, and the number of sampling times is 1000. Table I
reports the simulation process results in detail. Si is the basis
set at the ith iteration. The residual violation point, basis reset-
ting candidates, and basis resetting point show their related
time points. For example, the first row of residual violation
point represents that the residual violation occurs at the 28th
sampling time.

From Table I, we can observe that memorization procedure
does capture the basis resetting candidates. When the residual
violation occurs, InTraSim will execute training procedure for
dynamically adjusting the picking threshold and select the suit-
able basis vectors at the current sampling time, and prediction
procedure will find extra basis vectors from the potential future
failure time point. After that, tracking procedure will choose
a basis resetting point to switch the basis set. As you can
see, after adjusting the picking threshold and finding E5 at the
fifth iteration, the process of incremental transient simulation
is more efficient and smoother than previous iterations.

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF INTRASIM

Assume that the sparsity level changes n times while execut-
ing InTraSim, and they are k1, . . . , ki, . . . , kn. n is less than
or equal to the number of sampling times. The basis pick-
ing procedure and the least squares fitting contribute the most
computational load, so we focus on their complexity analysis.

Generally, the complexity of picking a basis set for the OMP
method is O(kiN2

g) when the sparsity level of recovered signal
is ki. Here, N2

g is the dimension of global matrix. In InTraSim,
the basis set for the previous sparsity level is the subset of the
basis set for the current sparsity level because of the electrical
characteristic and the determined modified regions. As a result,
the complexity of basis picking procedure is O(knN2

g).
Second, we assume that the size of basis set for the

sparsity level ki is mi. Generally, the complexity for solv-
ing the least squares fitting problem as shown in (18) is
O(m3

i +m2
i Ng+miNg+m2

i ) at each sampling time. However,
we only need to do matrix inverse and matrix multiplication
for each basis set once. On the contrary, the matrix-vector

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF IBM POWER GRID BENCHMARKS

multiplication and forward-backward algorithm need to be
done at each sampling time. As a result, the complexity of
least squares fitting contains two parts.

1) The complexity of doing matrix inverse and matrix
multiplication is O(

∑n
i=1 m3

i +
∑n

i=1 m2
i Ng).

2) The complexity of doing matrix-vector multipli-
cation and the forward-backward algorithm is
O(

∑n
i=1 cimiNg +∑n

i=1 cim2
i ).

Here, ci is the number of sampling times by using the basis
set containing mi vectors. Generally, ci is much smaller than
Ng. Hence the complexity of least squares fitting is dominated
by matrix multiplication, O(

∑n
i=1 m2

i Ng).
In summary, the complexity of InTraSim is O(knN2

g +∑n
i=1 m2

i Ng). If we modify the power grid significantly, mn

will be much larger than other mi’s. Furthermore, the dimen-
sion of power grid is large, and, generally, m2

n ≤ Ng Therefore,
the complexity becomes O(knN2

g).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement InTraSim in C++ language. The simulation
platform is CentOS 6.5 with 12-Cores Intel Xeon E5-2620
CPU@2.10 GHz and 128 GB memory. Two sets of test circuits
are used to demonstrate and verify InTraSim. One is IBM
power grid suite [16], and the results will be presented in
Section VI-A. The other is randomly generated RLC power
grid networks with industrial parameters, and the results will
be shown and discussed in Section VI-B.

A. IBM Power Grid Benchmarks [16]

First, we use the well known IBM power grid bench-
marks [16] to test InTraSim. We employ METIS [17] to
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF HIER [3], POWERRUSH [18], INTRASIM-NTP [1], AND INTRASIM BY ALTERING

ELEMENT VALUES OF IBM POWER GRID BENCHMARKS

Fig. 10. Voltage waveform at node n1_10007760_3573920 of ibmpg6t.

partition each circuit into many blocks, and the number of
nodes of each benchmark is shown in Table II. The simula-
tion interval is 10 ns, and the simulation time step is 10 ps.
We randomly modify several blocks by sizing several supply
net wires of IBM power grid benchmarks to alter numerous
resistance, inductance, and capacitance values of the power
grid. The number of modified blocks is around 8% of total
blocks.

Table III shows the simulation results of modified circuits
obtained by Hier [3], the state of the art–PowerRush [18],
InTraSim-nTP [1], and InTraSim. InTraSim-nTP is the pro-
totype of InTraSim without executing training procedure and
prediction procedure. PowerRush is a parallel transient simu-
lator for the power grid with adopting symmetric formulation
for nodal analysis equation of RLC power grid, fast Cholesky
factorization solver, and partition-based parallel technique for
naturally independent subnets.

InTraSim speeds up at least an order of magnitude over
Hier, and 1.2×−1.4× over InTraSim-nTP at the same accu-
racy level. Furthermore, InTraSim can still have a speedup of
2.4 × −4.8× compared to PowerRush which runs in paral-
lel on a 12-core machine. The emax of InTraSim is less than
0.53 mV, and eavg is extremely small. Fig. 10 shows the volt-
age waveform at node n1_10007760_3573920 in ibmpg6t. The
black line is its original waveform. The blue line and magenta
dashed line are its modified waveforms calculated by Heir
and InTraSim, respectively. Table III and Fig. 10 demonstrate
that InTraSim indeed successfully and effectively captures the
transient behavior of modified IBM power grid benchmarks.

Fig. 11. Power grid with RLC model.

TABLE IV
POWER GRID DESCRIPTION

Since the binary code of PowerRush kindly provided by
Yang et al. [18] only supports the network which has particu-
lar structure, and its node names and device parameters have
to follow the naming rules similar to IBM grid, we do not
compare InTraSim with PowerRush on IBM power grid bench-
marks with topology modifications and on randomly generated
RLC power grids in the following sections.

B. RLC Power Grid Networks

Since the maximum size of IBM power grid benchmarks is
2.37 millions, we utilize the industrial parameters to randomly
generate larger RLC power grids to further investigate and
demonstrate the ability of InTraSim for power grid networks
having larger sizes. The test power grids are generated by
using the standard 0.13-um technology (R: 0.046 	/μm,
L: 1.69 pH/μm, C: 0.13011 fF/μm), and the supply voltage
is 1.0 V. Fig. 11 shows the power grid structure. Here, vias
are modeled as shorted vias [16]. The load current waveforms
we used are triangular waveforms. We scale the power grid
network from PG-1 through PG-5 by not only an increment
in the number of nodes but also an increment in the number
of current sources.

Each circuit description is shown in Table IV, and we utilize
METIS [17] to partition each power grid into many blocks.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF HIER [3], GMRES [19], INTRASIM-NTP [1], AND INTRASIM BY ALTERING ELEMENT VALUES

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF HIER [3], GMRES [19], INTRASIM-NTP [1], AND INTRASIM USING DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF ALTERED ELEMENTS IN PG-1

TABLE VII
DETAIL REPORT OF INTRASIM-NTP [1] AND INTRASIM FOR

THE CASE OF 52 ADJUSTED BLOCKS IN PG-1

The worst voltage drop of each circuit is around 10%–12% of
the supply voltage. We compare InTraSim with Hier [3], and
an iterative solver GMRES [19]. To investigate the ability of
training procedure and prediction procedure, we also perform
InTraSim-nTP [1]. According to the incremental simulation
setting, we randomly modify several blocks, and the number
of modified blocks is around 6%–33% of total blocks.

To demonstrate InTraSim, first, we run InTraSim for the
element-value alterations of power grids, show their results,
and discuss the performance of InTraSim while increasing the
number of altered blocks. Then, InTraSim is used to simulate
the power grids redesigned by both element-value alterations
and topology modifications. The number of sampling times is
50 for each of above simulations. Finally, InTraSim is used to
deal with long simulation intervals.

1) Incremental Simulation for Element-Value Alterations of
Power Grids: To show the capability of InTraSim for deal-
ing with element-value alterations, first, given the test circuits
and their original analysis results, the values of several ele-
ments and current sources are changed. The adjusted elements
for each circuit are around 6%−7% of its elements. Then,
Hier [3], GMRES [19], InTraSim-nTP [1], and InTraSim are
applied to simulate these modified circuits. Table V presents
the comparison of results. Here, the columns of emax and eavg
show the maximum and average absolute errors of GMRES,
InTraSim-nTP, and InTraSim compared with Hier, respec-
tively. It can be observed that InTraSim not only achieves
orders of magnitude speedup over Hier and at least 12×
speedup over GMRES, but also maintains the same accuracy
level. Its emax is less than 0.43 mV, and eavg is extremely small.

Fig. 12. Voltage waveform at a node of PG-1.

Both InTraSim and InTraSim-nTP perform very well while the
design is mildly altered. Fig. 12 shows the voltage waveform
at a node in PG-1. The black line is its original waveform.
The blue dashed line and red dashed line are its modified
waveforms calculated by Heir and InTraSim, respectively.
Fig. 13(a) and (b) represents the distribution of incremental
voltages at 260 ps of PG-1 obtained by Hier and InTraSim,
respectively. Figs. 12 and 13(b) show that InTraSim can suc-
cessfully capture the transient behavior of a power grid after
changing values of elements.

To investigate the robustness of InTraSim under different
amounts of altered elements, we vary PG-1 from 3 to 52
blocks, simulate them, and show the results in Table VI.
InTraSim can still achieve an order of magnitude speedup
over Hier even that 52 blocks (one-third of total blocks) are
adjusted, and its emax is only 0.34 mV. In addition, InTraSim
maintains 4.1× speedup over GMRES under the same accu-
racy level in that case. InTraSim has a speedup of 1.0×−1.7×
compared to InTraSim-nTP and is more robust while the
number of altered blocks is increased.
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Fig. 13. Distribution of incremental voltages at 260 ps of PG-1 obtained by (a) Hier and (b) InTraSim.

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF HIER [3], GMRES [19], INTRASIM-NTP [1], AND INTRASIM WITH ADDING/DELETING

PORTS/NODES AND ALTERING ELEMENT VALUES

TABLE IX
DETAIL REPORT OF INTRASIM-NTP [1] AND INTRASIM WITH

TOPOLOGY MODIFICATIONS AND ELEMENT-VALUE

ALTERATIONS FOR THE CASE OF 32 MODIFIED

BLOCKS IN PG-4

The reason of InTraSim outperforming InTraSim-nTP while
increasing altered blocks is that training procedure and
prediction procedure can monitor the simulation process and
predict the potential future failure sampling times for reduc-
ing the number of back tracking times, switching basis set,
and calculation iterations. For example, Table VII shows the
detail report of InTraSim-nTP and InTraSim for the case of 52
adjusted blocks in PG-1. When the residual violation occurs,
both InTraSim-nTP and InTraSim need to track back and recal-
culate the electrical variables between the residual violation
sampling time and the basis resetting point. From Table VII,
we can observe that the back tracking frequencies and calcula-
tion iterations of InTraSim are less than those of InTraSim-nTP
while facing significant amounts of alterations.

Tables VI and VII indicate that utilizing training procedure
and prediction procedure can find the suitable basis set more
robust than without using them.

TABLE X
DESCRIPTION OF FIVE CONSECUTIVE EVENTS FOR PG-1

2) Incremental Simulation for Element-Value Alterations
and Topology Modifications of Power Grids: To demon-
strate the ability of InTraSim for simultaneously dealing with
element-value alterations and topology modifications, we ran-
domly change the values of elements in different regions,
and add/delete nodes/ports in PG-1 and PG-4. The results
are shown in Table VIII. Since added/deleted global grids
(g-grids) directly influence the incremental transient global
equation (16), as a result, we also report the number of
added/deleted g-grids due to topology modifications.

From Table VIII, it can be observed that emax is less than
1 mV, and eavg is very small by using InTraSim. As you can
see, InTraSim is quite robust to large amounts of alterations
and modifications. It still keeps an order of magnitude speedup
over Hier, and has speedups of at least 5.0× and 1.2×−2.3×
compared to GMRES and InTraSim-nTP, respectively.

The detail report of InTraSim-nTP and InTraSim for the
case of 32 modified blocks in PG-4 is shown in Table IX.
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF HIER [3], GMRES [19], INTRASIM-NTP [1], AND INTRASIM WITH VARIOUS SAMPLING TIMES

As you can see, the back tracking frequencies and calcu-
lation iterations of InTraSim-nTP are 4 and 2.3 times of
those in InTraSim, respectively. Hence, training procedure
and prediction procedure do enhance the efficiency of the
InTraSim.

3) Incremental Simulation for Consecutive Events:
Generally, the estimation error might convey to succeeding
sampling times during the incremental transient simulation
process. Hence, we test InTraSim with consecutive events.
We use industrial parameters to generate the current wave-
forms with five consecutive events for PG-1. The information
of modifications and the time intervals of these five events are
listed in Table X.

The results are shown in Table XI. InTraSim still maintains
at least an order of speedup over Hier, and at least 11.9× over
GMRES with the same accuracy level. Moreover, the speedup
of InTraSim over GMRES increases as the number of sampling
times increases. Notice that the runtime of GMRES is larger
than that of Hier in the case of five consecutive events. It is
because after doing the incomplete LU factorization, GMRES
takes around 2.0 s for each sampling time to iteratively obtain
the values of electrical variables. On the other hand, after doing
LU factorization, Hier only needs to do backward and forward
substitutions that have less complexity to obtain the values of
electrical variables. Compared to InTraSim-nTP, the speedup
of InTraSim can still be 1.4× for five consecutive events with
better accuracy. It shows that InTraSim is more robust and
faster than InTraSim-nTP while performing the incremental
simulation in long simulation intervals.

From Table XI, we also observe that the average error of
GMRES increases while lengthening the simulation interval,
but the average errors of InTraSim-nTP and InTraSim do not
increase. This is because InTraSim-nTP and InTraSim can
dynamically control the fitting errors. If the fitting error is
too large during the InTraSim, they will track back and start
over at the basis set adjustment point. However, GMRES does
not have such error control mechanism to control its estima-
tion error at each sampling time. Hence, its average error of
voltages increases with sampling time. In addition, GMRES
estimates all electrical variables in the power grid during the
transient simulation. On the other hand, InTraSim-nTP and
InTraSim will find the adequate ranges for updating the elec-
trical answers after modification. Therefore, the average error
of InTraSim-nTP and InTraSim will also be less than GMRES.

Fig. 14 shows the voltage waveform at a node of the case
with 900 ps interval. The black line is its original wave-
form. The blue line and cyan dashed line are its modified
waveforms calculated by Hier and InTraSim, respectively. It

Fig. 14. Voltage waveform, exhibiting both an overshoot and an undershoot,
at a node of the case with 900 ps interval.

can be observed that this node voltage plot exhibits both an
overshoot and an undershoot.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has developed and implemented an efficient
and reliable incremental transient simulator for the power
delivery network, InTraSim, by integrating the macromodel-
ing technique, the OMP technique, a proposed artificial value
estimation method, and an adaptive error control scheme. The
experimental results have demonstrated that InTraSim is able
to robustly capture the incremental transient behavior of a
power grid while facing different levels of circuit complexities
and different kinds of circuit alternations and modifications.
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